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            Abstract
Most human breast cancers have diversified genomically and biologically by the time they become clinically evident1,2,3. Early events involved in their genesis and the cellular context in which these events occur have thus been difficult to characterize. Here we present the first formal evidence of the shared and independent ability of basal cells and luminal progenitors, isolated from normal human mammary tissue and transduced with a single oncogene (KRASG12D), to produce serially transplantable, polyclonal, invasive ductal carcinomas within 8 weeks of being introduced either subrenally or subcutaneously into immunodeficient mice4. DNA barcoding5,6 of the initial cells revealed a dramatic change in the numbers and sizes of clones generated from them within 2 weeks, and the first appearance of many â€˜newâ€™ clones in tumours passaged into secondary recipients. Both primary and secondary tumours were phenotypically heterogeneous and primary tumours were categorized transcriptionally as â€˜normal-likeâ€™. This system challenges previous concepts that carcinogenesis in normal human epithelia is necessarily a slow process requiring the acquisition of multiple driver mutations. It also presents the first description of initial events that accompany the genesis and evolution of malignant human mammary cell populations, thereby contributing new understanding of the rapidity with which heterogeneity in their properties can develop.
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                    Figure 1: De novo formation of tumours from normal human mammary BCs and LPs.[image: ]


Figure 2: Phenotypic heterogeneity of primary and secondary de novo tumours.[image: ]


Figure 3: Barcoding reveals a complex clonal landscape of primary and secondary tumours.[image: ]


Figure 4: Early changes in clone growth in cells transduced with KRASG12D only.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Quantification of human cells containing different vector reporters in tumours derived from triply transduced starting populations.
a, Lentiviral constructs used. CBR-Luc, click beetle red luciferase. b, Frequencies of donor samples producing at least one tumour subrenally from BCs or LPs exposed to different combinations of oncogene-encoding vectors. c, Representative FACS profiles of a cell suspension prepared from a tumour produced from cells transduced with all three genes and sorted for human EpCAM and HLA using human-specific antibodies. d, Percentage of cells expressing different lentiviral reporters in cells maintained in vitro for 72â€‰h after transduction, and in primary and secondary tumours (G, GFP; Y, YFP; mCh, mCherry). e, Frequencies of donor samples producing at least one tumour under various transplantation conditions using BCs or LPs transduced with KRASG12D. f, Percentages of human cells in BC- and LP-derived tumours detected by FACS on the basis of their expression of human EpCAM and/or HLA.


Extended Data Figure 2 Molecular characterization of the tumours.
a, Examples of PCR evidence of all three vectors in DNA extracts obtained from a subset of tumours analysed with vector-specific primers. b, A representative Sanger sequencing chromatograph showing the expected point mutations in the tumour cells analysed. c, PCR evidence of the three vectors in FACS-purified doubly and triply transduced cells. d, e, Representative images of H&E- and IHC-stained sections of primary tumours (d, arising from cells transplanted subcutaneously) and secondary tumours (e, all arising subcutaneously) derived from either BCs or LPs. Scale bar, 50â€‰Î¼m. f, Relative expression (negative Î”Ct values, meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m.) of gene transcripts typically associated with mesenchymal/basal or epithelial/luminal phenotypes, or associated with proliferation and cell growth.


Extended Data Figure 3 Threshold set for detection of barcoded clones for the two sequencing runs from which barcode data were acquired.
a, The relationship between the fractional read value (FRV) and the number of cells per clone. Spiked-in controls only and spiked-in controls added to experimental samples are shown as red and grey points, respectively. The shaded grey box represents distribution of false positive barcodes. b, Sensitivity and specificity data for controls compared with experimental samples for different sized clones.


Extended Data Figure 4 Clonal analyses of primary barcoded tumours.
a, Numbers of clones and frequencies of T-CFCs in primary tumours. b, Relative clone size distributions for individual primary tumours grouped by the cell type initially manipulated and the oncogene(s) used. Each column represents a single tumour. Each rectangle represents one clone. Its relative clone size is indicated by the shade of green, and its proportional contribution within each tumour is indicated by its length on the y axis.


Extended Data Figure 5 Clonal analyses of secondary barcoded tumours.
a, Numbers of clones and frequencies of T-CFCs in secondary tumours. b, Relative clone size distributions for individual secondary tumours grouped by the cell type initially manipulated. Each column represents a single tumour. Each rectangle represents one clone. Its relative clone size is indicated by the shade of green, and its proportional contribution within each tumour is indicated by its length on the y axis. c, Clonal landscape of replicate secondary tumours generated from single primary tumours in two separate experiments. Clones present in sibling tumours are shown above one another and unique clones are shown in the same horizontal bar. Increasing clone sizes are indicated by a grey intensity scale. d, Numbers of clones and T-CFC frequencies of combined primary and secondary tumours.


Extended Data Figure 6 Clonal analyses of transduced cells transplanted subrenally after 2 weeks in vivo.
a, Number of clones and frequency of CFCs in xenografts of transduced cells assessed after 2 weeks in vivo. b, Relative clone size distributions of individual 2-week transplants grouped by the cell type initially manipulated and the oncogene(s) used. Each column represents a single transplant. Each rectangle represents one clone. Its relative clone size is indicated by the shade of green, and its proportional contribution within each tumour is indicated by its length on the y axis.


Extended Data Table 1 Primary xenotransplant experiments performed subrenally with EP pellets and irradiated fibroblastsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Primary xenotransplant experiments testing different variablesFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Histopathological characterization of the de novo tumoursFull size table


Extended Data Table 4 Details of all secondary xenotransplant experimentsFull size table
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